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ABSTRACT
Due to the small amount of hydrogen (≤ 0.1M) remaining on the surface of their progenitors, Type IIb
supernovae are sensitive probes of the mass loss processes of massive stars towards the ends of their lives,
including the role of binarity. We report late-time Hubble Space Telescope observations of SN 2011dh in M51,
and a brief period of re-brightening and plateau in the photometric light curve, from 1.8 to 6.2 years after the
explosion. These observations exclude the role of circumstellar interaction, however a slow rotating magnetar,
a significant quantity of radioactive elements or a light echo could be responsible for the late-time luminosity
observed at t > 1000d. If the late-time light curve is powered by the decay of radioactive elements, SN 2011dh
is required to have produced ∼ 2.6× 10−3M of 44Ti, which is significantly in excess of the amount inferred
from earlier nebular spectra of SN 2011dh itself or measured in the Cas A SN remnant. The evolution of the
brightness and the colour of the late-time light curve also supports the role of a light echo originating from dust
with a preferred geometry of a disk of extent ∼ 1.8 to ∼ 2.7 pc from the SN, consistent with a wind-blown
bubble. Accounting for the long term photometric evolution due to a light echo, the flux contribution from a
surviving binary companion at ultraviolet wavelengths can be isolated and corresponds to a star of∼ 9−10M.
Keywords: supernovae: individual(2011dh) – stars: massive
1. INTRODUCTION
Type IIb supernovae (SNe) are one of the most interest-
ing classes of exploding massive stars that are observable
in the near universe. Exhibiting spectral features due to the
presence of hydrogen in their early time spectra, these fea-
tures quickly grow weaker until they completely disappear
and the SN transitions to a hydrogen-deficient Type Ib SN
(Filippenko 1997). The evolution of such SNe is indicative of
the progenitor stars having been stripped of all but a minute
amount of hydrogen (< 0.1M) and, as such, these SNe and
their progenitors provide exquisite probes of the mass loss
processes that massive stars may undergo (Smith 2014). The
progenitor of the class prototype, SN 1993J, was observed to
be a K-supergiant, whose appearance did not fit the canonical
predictions of single-star stellar evolution models (Aldering
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et al. 1994). It was not until 2004, with the detection of the
binary companion in the fading remnant, that the origin of
the unusual properties of this SN and its progenitor through
binary interaction were confirmed (Maund et al. 2004; Fox
et al. 2014). More recently, a hot companion star was recov-
ered at the position of the Type IIb SN 2001ig (Ryder et al.
2018).
In the last decade, SN 2011dh has been a landmark Type
IIb SN, having been discovered within ∼ 3 days of explo-
sion in the nearby galaxy M51 (Reiland et al. 2011; Arcavi
et al. 2011) (see Figure 1). Its proximity (distance modu-
lus µ = 29.46 ± 0.28 mags; Ergon et al. 2014) meant that
SN 2011dh was subject to massive multi-wavelength fol-
lowup campaigns (Ergon et al. 2014; Bietenholz et al. 2012;
Soderberg et al. 2012; Horesh et al. 2013; Helou et al. 2013)
and a progenitor was observed in fortuitous pre-explosion
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations (Maund et al.
2011; Van Dyk et al. 2011; Szczygieł et al. 2012). The
progenitor candidate was identified as a Yellow Supergiant
(YSG), arising from a 13M star; however, the early light
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curve evolution of the SN, with the fast decaying cooling
phase, suggested that the star that exploded was a fainter,
more compact companion to the YSG (Arcavi et al. 2011;
Soderberg et al. 2012). Only later observations, showing the
disappearance of the YSG, confirmed the detected star did
explode (Ergon et al. 2014; Van Dyk et al. 2013).
Single and binary progenitor scenarios for SN 2011dh have
been debated (Georgy 2012; Benvenuto et al. 2013), with sig-
nificant implications for how massive stars lose mass (in par-
ticular the contrast between eruptive episodes of intense mass
loss and steady mass loss through sustained winds; Smith
2014) and for the origins of SNe deficient in hydrogen and
helium. A search for the companion in the fading remnant of
SN 2011dh in 2014 was inconclusive (Folatelli et al. 2014;
Maund et al. 2015), primarily because the SN itself had not
faded away. Here, we present more recent HST observations
of the site of SN 2011dh to identify the cause of the continu-
ing brightness of the SN up to 2300d after explosion.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
To probe the late-time evolution of the brightness of
SN 2011dh, we consider a series of ultraviolet (UV) and
optical HST observations spanning 640 to 2299d post-
explosion, at 38 separate epochs, assuming an explosion
epoch of texp = MJD55712.5 or 2011 May 31.5 UT (Ergon
et al. 2014). A log of these late-time HST observations of
SN 2011dh is presented in Table 1. The observations were
conducted using the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS)
Wide Field Channel (WFC) and the Wide Field Camera 3
(WFC3) Ultraviolet-Visible (UVIS) channel. All observa-
tions were retrieved from the Milkuski Archive for Space
Telescopes1. All the images were aligned to a common
astrometric reference frame, defined by the ACS WFC ob-
servations from 2016 May 5, using the PYRAF package
tweakreg2 task, with the position of SN 2011dh deter-
mined with respect to the location identified by Maund et al.
(2011).
Photometry of the HST observations was conducted using
the DOLPHOT package (Dolphin 2000, 2016)3. We report
photometry in the Vega magnitude system. DOLPHOT pho-
tometry, especially in crowded fields, can be sensitive to the
treatment of the sky background. Photometry was conducted,
therefore, using two settings for accounting for the sky back-
ground to assess any systematic errors due to handling of
the background. For the 2016 and 2017 ACS WFC F606W
and F814W observations, we find differences between the
“FITSKY = 2” and “FITSKY = 3” photometry modes to be
< 0.06 mags, and report the latter. For the later WFC3 UVIS
observations, we find that the differences between the “FIT-
SKY = 2” and “FITSKY = 3” photometry are much less than
the photometric uncertainty, even in the case of the narrow-
band observations for which the signal-to-noise levels are
significantly lower.
Table 1. Late-time HST observations of the site of SN 2011dh
Dataset Date (UT) Instrument Exp time(s) Filter Program
IBYB06010 2013-03-02 WFC3 UVIS1 680 F814W 13029a
IBYB06020 2013-03-02 WFC3 UVIS1 510 F555W 13029
IC7S01010 2014-08-07 WFC3 UVIS2 3772 F225W 13433b
IC7S01020 2014-08-07 WFC3 UVIS2 1784 F336W 13433
JC7S02010 2014-08-10 ACS WFC1 1072 F435W 13433
JC7S02020 2014-08-10 ACS WFC1 1232 F555W 13433
JC7S02030 2014-08-10 ACS WFC1 2176 F814W 13433
ICUQ31010 2016-01-01 WFC3 UVIS1 780 F336W 14149a
ICUQ31020 2016-01-01 WFC3 UVIS1 710 F555W 14149
JD8F01010 2016-10-05 ACS 2200 F606W 14704c
Table 1 continued
1 https://archive.stsci.edu/hst/
2 PyRAF is a product of the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is
operated by AURA for NASA
3 http://americano.dolphinsim.com/dolphot/
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Table 1 (continued)
Dataset Date (UT) Instrument Exp time(s) Filter Program
JD8F01020 2016-10-05 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F02010 2016-10-14 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F02020 2016-10-14 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F03010 2016-11-07 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F03020 2016-11-07 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F04010 2016-11-11 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F04020 2016-11-11 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F05010 2016-11-27 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F05020 2016-11-27 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F06010 2016-12-07 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F06020 2016-12-07 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F07010 2016-12-31 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F07020 2016-12-31 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F08010 2017-01-07 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F08020 2017-01-07 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F10010 2017-01-20 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F10020 2017-01-20 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F11010 2017-01-29 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F11020 2017-01-29 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F35010 2017-02-17 ACS 2150 F606W 14704
JD8F35020 2017-02-17 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F12010 2017-03-04 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F12020 2017-03-04 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F13010 2017-03-11 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F13020 2017-03-11 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F14010 2017-03-21 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F14020 2017-03-21 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F15010 2017-03-25 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F15020 2017-03-25 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F16010 2017-04-15 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F16020 2017-04-15 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F17010 2017-04-20 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F17020 2017-04-20 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F18010 2017-04-28 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F18020 2017-04-28 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F19010 2017-05-09 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F19020 2017-05-09 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F20010 2017-05-28 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F20020 2017-05-28 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F21010 2017-06-07 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F21020 2017-06-07 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F22010 2017-06-11 ACS 2084 F606W 14704
Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)
Dataset Date (UT) Instrument Exp time(s) Filter Program
JD8F22020 2017-06-11 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F23010 2017-06-21 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F23020 2017-06-21 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F24010 2017-06-27 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F24020 2017-06-27 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F25010 2017-07-02 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F25020 2017-07-02 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F26010 2017-07-12 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F26020 2017-07-12 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F27010 2017-07-19 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F27020 2017-07-19 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F28010 2017-07-30 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F28020 2017-07-30 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F29010 2017-08-06 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F29020 2017-08-06 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F30010 2017-08-13 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F30020 2017-08-13 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F31010 2017-08-20 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F31020 2017-08-20 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F32010 2017-08-28 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F32020 2017-08-28 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F33010 2017-09-03 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F33020 2017-09-03 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
JD8F34010 2017-09-15 ACS 2200 F606W 14704
JD8F34020 2017-09-15 ACS 2200 F814W 14704
ID5P01010 2017-08-08 WFC3 UVIS2 2020 F336W 14763b
ID5P01020 2017-08-08 WFC3 UVIS2 800 F555W 14763
ID5P01030 2017-08-08 WFC3 UVIS2 900 F814W 14763
ID5P01040 2017-08-08 WFC3 UVIS2 2920 F631N 14763
ID5P01050 2017-08-08 WFC3 UVIS2 2120 F657N 14763
aPI: A. Filippenko
b PI: J. Maund
cC. Conroy
3. RESULTS
The photometry of SN 2011dh from the late-time HST
observation are presented for Ultraviolet (UV), blue and
narrow-band filters in Table 2 and for optical and near-
infrared filters in Table 3. The late-time light curve of
SN 2011dh is presented, in combination with early-time ob-
servations (in comparable filters) from Ergon et al. (2014)
and Ergon et al. (2015), in Figure 2. After the steep de-
cline at early times, ∼ 500d after explosion, the light curve
of SN 2011dh exhibits a plateau at ∼ 1000d and, at blue
wavelengths, may exhibit a brief phase of rebrightening at
∼ 1675d (however, due to the paucity of photometric cov-
erage at these wavelengths, the significance of this rebright-
ening is debatable). From 1950d, the light curve is seen to
decline again and become redder in the optical bands with de-
cline rates of 0.031(±0.008) and 0.0(±0.007) mags 100d−1
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Table 2. Late-time HST photometry of SN 2011dh at UV and blue wavelengths and in narrow-band filters
MJD Phase F225W F336W F435W F631N F657N
56879.15 1166.65 24.610 (0.111) 24.801(0.105) 24.616(0.038) · · · · · ·
57388.05 1675.55 · · · 24.471(0.125) · · · · · · · · ·
57973.14 2260.64 · · · 24.827(0.084) · · · 23.749(0.139) 23.772(0.083)
Figure 1. Late-time HST WFC3 UVIS observation of SN 2011dh
in M51 at 8 Aug 2017 (2261d post-explosion). The image has di-
mensions 150× 150 pc, and is oriented with North up and East left
(with the SN indicated by the cross-hairs). The three-colour im-
age is composed of the F336W , F555W and F814W broad-band
observations.
in the HST F555W/F606W and F814W filters, respec-
tively. The origin of the apparent 2σ deviation between
the ACS and WFC3 F814W photometry at 2259.12 and
2260.64d is unclear, especially given the similarities of the
two F814W filters; fluctuations in the photometry of this
scale are observed elsewhere in the lightcurve, but not at suc-
cessive epochs. Investigations with DOLPHOT do not show
any systematics differences between the photometry for other
sources shared between the two sets of imaging.
3.1. Bolometric Light Curve
At early times (t < 600d), the evolution of the bolo-
metric luminosity has been previously presented by Ergon
et al. (2015). These measurements are based on integration
over multi-wavelength observations, from the ultraviolet to
the mid-infrared. The majority of the late-time data, how-
ever, are composed of pairs of F606W and F814W ACS
observations. The determination of the bolometric lumi-
nosity is, therefore, limited by the colour information con-
tained in these observations (and is limited by the assump-
Figure 2. The late-time light curve of SN 2011dh. (Top), The evo-
lution of the optical light curve (for epochs t > 640d we adopt the
photometry in the equivalent HST filters). A polynomial fit to the
data is shown by solid lines to indicate the approximate evolution
in each filter band. (Bottom), The evolution of the bolometric light
curve. For epochs t < 640d we adopt previously reported values of
the luminosity (Ergon et al. 2014), while for later observations the
luminosities were derived using the HST equivalent of the V − I
colour, assuming a reddening of E(B − V ) = 0.07+0.07−0.04 mags.
Overplotted are fits for the lightcurve decays expected for the decay
chains due to 56Ni (adopting the Ni mass derived by Ergon et al.
2015) and 44Ti derived here (Seitenzahl et al. 2014) and the lumi-
nosity evolution expected for a magnetar (Kasen & Bildsten 2010).
tion that the overall shape of the SN SED is not affected
by strong emission lines, which may be a reasonable as-
sumption given the spectrum observed at 678d by Shivvers
et al. 2013). For the late-time data we apply fits to the
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Table 3. Late-time HST photometry of SN 2011dh at visible and near-
infrared wavelengths
MJD Phase F555W F606W F814W
56353.43 640.93 23.057(0.018) · · · 22.703(0.026)
56879.15 1166.65 24.297(0.029) · · · 23.826(0.020)
57388.05 1675.55 24.415(0.037) · · · · · ·
57666.23 1953.73 · · · 24.517(0.018) 23.919(0.022)
57675.24 1962.74 · · · 24.513(0.017) 23.901(0.020)
57699.07 1986.57 · · · 24.573(0.017) 23.978(0.020)
57703.11 1990.61 · · · 24.561(0.017) 23.952(0.020)
57719.68 2007.18 · · · 24.438(0.022) 23.906(0.020)
57729.02 2016.52 · · · 24.579(0.018) 23.953(0.021)
57753.06 2040.56 · · · 24.591(0.017) 23.914(0.019)
57760.61 2048.11 · · · 24.561(0.017) 23.897(0.019)
57773.93 2061.43 · · · 24.584(0.018) 23.961(0.020)
57782.02 2069.52 · · · 24.576(0.017) 23.904(0.019)
57801.74 2089.24 · · · 24.624(0.023) 23.938(0.020)
57816.39 2103.89 · · · 24.688(0.020) 24.003(0.023)
57823.61 2111.11 · · · 24.597(0.019) 23.954(0.022)
57858.50 2146.00 · · · 24.670(0.016) 24.004(0.016)
57863.53 2151.03 · · · 24.647(0.016) 23.960(0.018)
57871.81 2159.31 · · · 24.643(0.012) 23.985(0.014)
57882.36 2169.86 · · · 24.660(0.018) 23.946(0.020)
57901.69 2189.19 · · · 24.644(0.013) 23.925(0.015)
57911.22 2198.72 · · · 24.623(0.013) 23.972(0.014)
57915.85 2203.35 · · · 24.710(0.014) 24.000(0.015)
57925.59 2213.09 · · · 24.592(0.017) 23.946(0.020)
57931.35 2218.85 · · · 24.584(0.018) 23.959(0.021)
57936.62 2224.12 · · · 24.606(0.014) 23.920(0.014)
57946.46 2233.96 · · · 24.741(0.017) 24.027(0.020)
57953.15 2240.65 · · · 24.632(0.022) 23.984(0.027)
57964.27 2251.77 · · · 24.706(0.019) 23.990(0.023)
57971.62 2259.12 · · · 24.600(0.018) 23.918(0.020)
57973.14 2260.64 24.688(0.039) · · · 23.812(0.045)
57978.10 2265.60 · · · 24.603(0.013) 23.933(0.017)
57985.55 2273.05 · · · 24.588(0.013) 23.907(0.015)
57993.49 2280.99 · · · 24.626(0.016) 23.888(0.018)
57999.31 2286.81 · · · 24.657(0.020) 23.916(0.024)
58011.36 2298.86 · · · 24.620(0.019) 23.884(0.020)
Blackbody function, assuming a value for the reddening of
E(B − V ) = 0.07+0.07−0.04 mags (Ergon et al. 2014), to derive
estimates for the bolometric luminosity. Given the continu-
ing colour evolution of the SN (see Fig. 2 and Table 3), the
adoption of observations with a single filter and assuming a
constant bolometric correction would be inappropriate. For
the multi-wavelength late-time datasets acquired in 2014 and
2017 (see Tables 2 and 3), we find that the inclusion of addi-
tional photometry at other wavelengths does not significantly
alter the derived luminosity (∆ logL < 0.01 dex) compared
to using just ∼ V and I band photometry. The error on the
derived luminosity, at each epoch, is dominated by the uncer-
tainty on the distance with ∆ (log(L/L)) ∼ 0.11. A key
parameter of interest is the rate of the decline of the bolo-
metric light curve, for comparison with the expected tem-
poral evolution of different mechanisms; therefore, we do
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not incorporate uncertainties on the distance modulus which
would induce correlated errors between late-time data points.
We measure the decline of the bolometric luminosity for
t > 1950d to be −0.009± 0.003 dex 100d−1.
4. ANALYSIS
We consider a number of possible origins for the brightness
of the source at the position of SN 2011dh: a remaining stel-
lar object (a possible companion), circumstellar interaction,
the decay of radioactive elements and a light echo.
4.1. Stellar residual
The evolution of the late-time light curve across all wave-
lengths, despite changing slowly, is significant and is incon-
sistent with the constant brightness expected if the source
at the SN location is a non-varying star. As noted by
Maund et al. (2015) the spectral energy distribution (SED)
of the late-time source observed in 2014 at the position of
SN 2011dh is inconsistent with stellar SEDs.
4.2. Circumstellar interaction
An alternative source of luminosity could be the reinvig-
oration of interaction of the ejecta with surrounding circum-
stellar material (CSM). In spectroscopic observations at 628
and 678 days, there was no evidence for strong emission lines
(in particular, box-like spectral line profiles) consistent with
CSM interaction at that time (Shivvers et al. 2013). We com-
pared our photometry from the 2017 multi-colour HST ob-
servations with synthetic photometry of late-time spectra of
SN 1993J, confirmed to be undergoing significant CSM inter-
action, at 2453d post-explosion (Modjaz et al. 2014)4. The
magnitudem that would be observed given a particular band-
pass Pλ for a target spectrum with flux density fλ, is calcu-
lated as;
m = −2.5 log10
(∫ λ2
λ1
λfλPλdλ∫ λ2
λ1
λf0λPλdλ
)
+m0P (1)
where f0λ is the flux density, as a function of wavelength, of
a reference object (e.g. Vega; Bohlin & Gilliland 2004) and
m0P is an additional zeropoint offset for defining the pho-
tometric system (for HST filters this is defined as exactly
m0P = 0). To calculate photometry using the HST filter
set, we utilised tabulated filter transmission functions (and
throughputs for the HST optical train)5. We specifically com-
pared our narrow band (F631N and F657N ) photometry in
which strong emission lines of [OI]λ6300 and Hα, if present,
4 Retrieved from the WISeREP archive - https://wiserep.weizmann.ac.il -
Yaron & Gal-Yam (2012)
5 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/crds/throughput.html
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Figure 3. Narrow-band direct and synthetic photometry of SNe
2011dh and 1993J for [OI] λ6300 and Hα λ6563, relative to broad
band ∼ V (F555W ) photometry (as an estimate of the contin-
uum). In black are shown synthetic photometry of early spectra of
SN 2011dh and the orange points indicate the synthetic photometry
of late-time spectra of SN 1993J (Modjaz et al. 2014). SN 1993J,
which has been established to be undergoing significant CSM in-
teraction, shows a clear excess of Hα flux (corresponding to broad
box-like profiles observed in the spectrum) which is not seen in the
colours of SN 2011dh at similar epochs.
would cause significant colour excesses compared to corre-
sponding photometry of the SN “continuum” (here defined
as the the broad-band F555W photometry). As shown in
Figure 3, SN 2011dh does not exhibit a significant excess of
Hα emission in 2017, but rather shows colours similar to ear-
lier spectra at ∼ 400d (Ergon et al. 2015) and 628 − 678d,
such that there is no evidence that the optical spectrum of
SN 2011dh is powered by CSM interaction that commenced
since the last spectroscopic observations.
4.3. Magnetar
If the ejecta are optically thin, such that the diffusion time
scale is short, a highly magnetized (∼ (3.4± 0.6)× 1015G),
slowly rotating (initial period 0.92±0.11 s) magnetar (Kasen
& Bildsten 2010; Woosley 2010) could replicate the late-
time (> 1950d) luminosity; however, the decline observed
at > 1950d (see Figure 2) is shallower than predicted by the
magnetar model.
4.4. Radioactive Nuclides
The decline of the ∼ V and I band light curves, re-
ported in Section 3 is much shallower than the expected de-
cline if the SN were powered by just the decay or 56Ni.
The decay of the daughter product 56Co to 56Fe, relevant
at later epochs, would give a corresponding decline rate of
0.97 mags 100d−1, given a half-life of t1/2 = 77.2d.
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The mass of radioactive 56Ni produced in the explosion
was well constrained at early-times to be MNi ∼ 0.075M
(Bersten et al. 2012; Ergon et al. 2015; Shivvers et al. 2013),
with increasing transparency to γ-rays causing a faster de-
cline than expected. For the late-time photometry, when the
ejecta is more likely to be optically thin, we use the tech-
nique of Seitenzahl et al. (2014) to estimate the quantities
of different radioactive elements required to reproduce the
late-time bolometric luminosity. In addition to 56Ni, we
also consider the roles of 57Ni and 44Ti. In order to ap-
proximate the flattened late-time bolometric light curve at
t > 1000d using radioactive species would necessitate the
presence (2.7±0.5)×10−3M of 44Ti, but negligible quan-
tities of 57Ni (< 3×10−5M). At such late-times, changing
the degree of transparency to γ-rays has little effect on the
rate of the decline of the light curve (although, in our calcu-
lation, we assume full lepton trapping).
4.5. Light Echo
Light echoes can arise from light originating from SNe at
early times being scattered into the line-of-sight by nearby
dust (Couderc 1939). As the scattered light has taken a
longer path to reach the observer, there is a delay between
the arrival of these photons and those photons that have trav-
elled directly from the SN. Such echoes are generally dis-
cernible, years post-explosion, as spatially resolved arcs or
rings around SNe (e.g. the Type IIb SN 1993J, for which dust
in a foreground sheet produced spatially resolved arcs around
the SN; Liu et al. 2003; Maund et al. 2004). In the case of
SN 2011dh, there is no evidence for spatially extended arc-
like structures around the SN in the late-time 2017 observa-
tions (see Fig. 1).
The brightness of a light echo depends on the scattering
properties of the dust and the geometry of the distribution of
the dust around the SN, which also dictates the time delay
experienced by the light and the evolution of the observable
light curve. A Monte-Carlo scattering model (Witt 1977;
Patat 2005) was developed to explore the complex geomet-
ric distributions that might be responsible for an unresolved
or compact light echo, consistent with the source recovered
at the SN location in the 2017 observations. We utilised
the dusting scattering properties of albedo ω, extinction and
scattering cross-sections Cext and Csca per H atom, and the
scattering asymmetry parameter g =< cos θ > appropriate
for Galactic-type dust presented by Weingartner & Draine
(2001)6. To improve the efficiency of the calculation, each
photon was forced to scatter once and at each scattering event
the new direction of travel of the photon was determined us-
ing the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (Henyey & Green-
stein 1941). Values of the dust parameters at the wavelengths
6 https://www.astro.princeton.edu/∼draine/dust/scat.html
Figure 4. A cross-sectional schematic of the light echo formation
scenario in a flared disk geometry of dust, inclined at an angle i
with respect to the line-of-sight. The grey shaded area indicates
the location of the dust (with respect to the SN, indicated by the
black point). The observer is located to the left of the diagram.
The parabola indicates an “iso-delay surface”. For light originating
from the SN that scatters on dust lying on this parabola, the light
will arrive at the observer with the same apparent time delay.
of the relevant filters were derived by interpolating the tabu-
lated values of the dust properties. We considered three fam-
ilies of geometric configurations for the dust: 1) plane sheet
of dust with thickness ∆R offset from the SN by a distance
R with constant density n0(H); 2) a spherical shell centred
on the SN, with inner and outer radii R1 and R2 and density
for R1 ≤ r ≤ R2 = n0(H) (r/R1)−α, which for a stellar
wind α = 2 and n0(H) is the reference density of hydrogen
(cm−3); and 3) a flared disk with inner and outer radii R1
and R2, inclined by an angle i to the line-of-sight, and flare
angle Θd such that at a distance d, in the plane of the disk,
the thickness of the disk is ∆z = 2d tan(Θd) (see Figure. 4).
In order to model the light incident on the dust grains
we considered the reflection of light arising from the early
(< 50d) lightcurve of SN 2011dh. The early-time lightcurve
was reconstructed from the early observations using combi-
nations of the broad-band photometry and spectroscopy (Er-
gon et al. 2014) to determine the flux in the relevant HST
filters of the late-time observations. The original optical
data, from ground-based observations, were corrected to the
standard Johnson-Cousins system. We used an interpola-
tion technique (Gaussian processes; MacDonald et al. 2015)
to calculate the brightness of the SN at intermediate epochs
(with daily sampling), covering the wavelength range span-
ning from the Swift telescope observations in the UV, the
ground-based Johnson-Cousins optical observations and in-
frared observations extending to theK-band. For each epoch
an SED was calculated, and broad-band photometry in the
corresponding HST filter set was calculated using linear in-
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terpolation of the SED. In general, given the close proximity
of the HST filter set to the standard filters, we found dif-
ferences between the observed and interpolated photometry
of < 0.05 mags in the standard optical filter sets. This cal-
culation was then cross-checked against synthetic photom-
etry (see Equation 1), using filter band-passes appropriate
for the HST filter system, of the sparser collection of pub-
lished flux-calibrated early-time spectra of SN 2011dh (Er-
gon et al. 2014). These indicated that the interpolated early-
time F606W light curve required a constant adjustment of
+0.05 mags, to incorporate the effects of emission lines not
included in the SED constructed from ground-based broad-
band photometry.
The early-time spectra were crucial for the determina-
tion of the lightcurves appropriate for the narrow-band fil-
ters (F631N and F657N ) used in the 2017 observations.
As these filters are more susceptible to line features that
might occur within the corresponding bandpass, we found
synthetic photometry of the early-time spectra to yield fluxes
significantly discrepant from those derived using the SED
interpolation scheme. The interpolation of the SED was
found to significantly over-estimate the brightness in the
F631N bandpass, whilst underestimating the brightness in
the F657N bandpass (due to the strong absorption and rela-
tively weak emission due to Hα occurring in these two wave-
length ranges in the early spectra). Our reconstruction of the
early time light curves in the two ultraviolet (F225W and
F336W ) filters, with WFC3 UVIS, are important exceptions,
as the wavelength ranges are partially or completely unob-
served in ground-based photometry and spectroscopy due to
the atmospheric cutoff in the UV. We have considered the re-
ported Swift UV and UBV photometry (Ergon et al. 2014)
and used an interpolation scheme to calculate the correspond-
ing fluxes in the HST filters.
As a final test of the reconstruction of the light curves in all
the non-standard HST filters, we utilised an HST Space Tele-
scope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) spectrum of SN 2011dh
from 2011 Jun 24.13 UT (at 23.6 days after explosion, for
program GO-12540, PI Kirshner), extending from 1663 −
10240A˚, to establish that the systematic errors associated
with the interpolated and synthetic photometry are, at most,
0.1 mags (and, generally, better than this for HST filters that
closely resemble their ground-based Johnson-Cousins equiv-
alents).
Suitable light echo models are required to fit the overall
time evolution of the brightness and colour of the light curve
observed at late-times; in particular, the onset of the flatten-
ing of the light curve at t > 500d, the possible bump in the
light curve at ∼ 1700d, the continued presence of the light
echo at 2300d and the limits on the amount of foreground
extinction from the reddening derived toward the SN itself
(Ergon et al. 2014).
The identification of an appropriate geometric configura-
tion for the scattering dust is non-trivial: 1) the response of
the light echo brightness to changes in the parameters, such
as the dust density, is not linear; 2) the assumed geome-
tries may be simplifications of more complicated structures
around SN 2011dh; and 3) the available photometry does
not, necessarily, have the diagnostic capability to identify a
unique model. We have, therefore, made a survey of likely
families of models for comparison with the observations. In
the first instance, we only considered fits to the comprehen-
sive set of late-time F555W/F606W and F814W observa-
tions, and then used the observations at other wavelengths to
test the overall predictive quality of the models.
We find that continuous dust sheets and spherical shells
do not yield light curves that exhibit the appropriate degree
of flattening/rebrightening and do not predict the appropriate
colour evolution (see Fig. 5). Foreground and background
dust sheets (at all inclinations) that can predict the decline
rate at ∼ 2000d, overpredict the brightness at ∼ 1000d. For
hydrogen densities of n0(H) = 100 cm−3, a background
sheet with R = −0.2 and ∆R = 0.4 pc yields χ2 = 3538
(44 d.o.f.), if the sheet is observed with an inclination of 50◦.
For both dust sheets and spherical shells, scattering of early-
time light by dust in front of the SN produces a significant
light echo contribution at early times, that has been ruled out
by analyses of the early-time light curve (< 600d) (Ergon
et al. 2015). This effect is amplified by the preference for
forward scattering (as parameterised by the scattering asym-
metry parameter g) such that, even in the case of a spherical
shell, the light echo produced by the near side of the shell is
much brighter than that produced at later times when photons
must be scattered through∼ 180◦ on the far side of the shell.
As shown in Fig. 5, a disk-like geometry, approximately
in the plane of the sky, can qualitatively reproduce the
brightness profile and the increasing red colour observed for
SN 2011dh at late-times. The colour evolution at ∼ 2000d
is particularly crucial to assessing the appropriateness of
the geometry of the dust distribution: the density needs to
be sufficiently high to reproduce the brightness of the dust
echo and segregate the blue and red photons to a sufficient
degree to yield the progressively redder colour observed at
later epochs. For a disk-like geometry, oriented close to the
plane of the sky, the optical depth from the SN to the point
of scattering (in the plane of the disk) may be high (induc-
ing the observed colour) but the optical depth to reach the
observer after scattering, perpendicular to the plane of the
sky, is low allowing photons to escape without being sub-
ject to additional extinction. The latest data (> 1950d) are
insufficient for constraining the inclination of the disk. Incor-
porating the earlier observations limits the inclination < 20◦
with disks observed edge-on over predicting the brightness at
∼ 1000d, for the same reasons as the foreground sheets and
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the spherical shells. The orientation of the disk configuration
almost in the plane of the sky is important for reproducing
the observed flattening/rebrightening and gentle fall off of
the late-time light curve. The characteristic density for the
disk is ∼ 250 − 275 cm−3, and to reproduce the time evo-
lution of the brightness requires the disk to lie within ∼ 1.8
to ∼ 2.7 pc of the SN, with the flare angle of the disk in the
range Θd = 15− 22.5◦. There is no preference for a disk of
either constant density or one with a fall-off consistent with
a stellar wind (∝ r−2). The large parameter space for possi-
ble geometries that may be responsible for such a light echo
(which may not be well described by discrete boundaries),
as well as the large range of possible dust grain properties,
mean that identifying a precise fit to the observed data is an
extremely computationally expensive problem, and beyond
the scope of this work.
Over all optical wavelengths these disk models yield
good fits (see Figures 6 and 7), however significant dis-
crepancies are found at bluer wavelengths (corresponding
to the F225W , F336W and F435W filters) for which the
light echo model systematically under-predicts the observed
brightness. Utilising the light echo models derived indepen-
dently for redder bands, the deficit in the blue bands can
be modelled as a constant additive flux contribution across
all epochs. The flux deficit in the F225W and F336W
bands (and limits in the F435W band) constrain the bright-
ness of this constant source to be mF225W = 24.67 ± 0.06,
mF336W = 25.04 ± 0.04 and mF435W > 26.3 mags (see
Figure 7).
At the assumed distance of M51, an ACS/WFC pixel cor-
responds to 1.90 pc. The maximum spatial extent for a light
echo arising from a disk of dust is ∼ 2 × 2.7 pc for i = 0◦,
corresponding to an annulus with diameter of ∼ 2.8 pix-
els. The observed Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)
measured from the ACS observations (in the F555W and
F606W bands at 0.05 ′′ px−1), is 1.9 px. An echo would,
therefore, appear as a broadened profile compared to the
Point Spread Function (PSF), with a flattened peak. If the
dust disk were inclined with respect to the line of sight, it
would not produce a symmetric ring-like light echo. Instead
the projected geometry of the dust disk would be an ellipse,
with major axis corresponding to the real diameter of the dust
disk but with an axial ratio of cos(i). As shown in Fig. 4, a
further consequence of an inclined configuration is that the
light echo would appear to first arise from dust on the near of
the SN and then later on the opposite, far side of the SN. For
an inclined dust disk, the light echo would not appear to span
the full spatial extent of the diameter of the disk.
In order to analyse the spatial characteristics of the late-
time source, we consider three epochs of the ACS/WFC
F555W and F606W at 1166.65, 1953.73 and 2298.86d.
These observations were specifically chosen as they were
composed of multiple exposures, at multiple dither pointings,
which could be used to facilitate the reconstruction of the im-
ages with better sampling with pixels of 0.025 ′′. At the three
epochs, the FWHM of the late-time source was measured to
be 5.1, 4.1 and 5.2 px, respectively. For this imaging config-
uration, the empirical FWHM of the PSF was measured from
isolated bright stars to be 3.0 px. The FWHM of the late-time
source is∼ 1−2 px larger than the stellar PSF, implying that
the source is clearly extended.
From the light echo models, approximate measures of the
expected extent for an observed echo were derived. The co-
ordinate of last scattering for each photon was used to re-
construct images of the evolving light echo to determine the
relative brightness as projected on the plane-of-the-sky. The
predicted light echo was convolved with a bivariate normal
distribution, to approximate the PSF, and then the FWHM in
two orthogonal directions was calculated to infer the FWHM
of the resulting source. The models themselves predict, at
0.025′′ px−1, the FWHM of the late-time source should be
∼ 4−6 px across the three epochs. More detailed inferences
from these models are complicated by the relative faintness
of the observed late-time source and the proximity of other
nearby sources seen in the observations. Although the mod-
els have been convolved with an approximation of the PSF,
the distribution of flux as observed by ACS is itself pixel-
lated. Beyond demonstrating that the late-time source is ex-
tended, it is difficult to constrain the parameters of the disk
by comparing the FWHM we measure from the convolved
model predictions with the observed data, as the measured
FWHM is also dependent on the position angle of the pro-
jected major axis of the dust disk on the plane of the sky rel-
ative to orientation of the pixel edges. A more detailed anal-
ysis would require modelling of the subsampled HST/ACS
PSF (including the complex role of changes in the HST focal
length) and intricate scene modelling of the late-time source,
the background and all the surrounding sources; which is be-
yond the scope of this paper.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Which energy source is responsible?
Despite the usual considerations of the brightness evolu-
tion of SNe and their eventual disappearance over timescales
following the decay of radioactive elements, there is an
emerging picture, in particular for Type Ia SNe, that observa-
tions at later epochs may present a more complicated evolu-
tion (Yang et al. 2018; Graur 2018)
Based on the smooth evolution of the light curve, and the
lack of a significant colour excess at the wavelengths associ-
ated with strong emission lines, we find no evidence to sup-
port the onset of interaction of the ejecta of SN 2011dh with
a dense CSM after the last epochs of reported spectroscopy
(Shivvers et al. 2013).
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Figure 5. Predicted late-time F555W/F606W -band light curve
and F555W/F606W − F814W colour for seven different dust
geometries: disk A (n0(H) = 250 cm−3,R1 = 1.8,R2 = 2.6 pc,
Θd = 17.5
◦) for α = 0 and 2; disk B (250,2.1, 2.7, 17.5) for
α = 0 and 2; Shell A (250,2.0, 2.5) for α = 0; Shell B (250,1.0,
2.0) for α = 2; and Sheet A (n0(H) = 500 cm−3,R = −0.2 pc,
∆R = 0.2 pc, α = 0).
From Figure 2, it can be seen that both the decay of ra-
dioactive elements and the magnetar can provide reasonably
good matches to the bolometric lightcurve. As noted in Sec-
tion 3.1, some caution is required in this analysis as, at best,
the reconstructed luminosity is calculated using only broad-
band photometry spanning from UV to near-infrared wave-
lengths; for the vast majority of the late-time data, the lumi-
nosity is constrained by photometry at only two wavelengths.
We find that the magnetar model can be fit to reproduce the
luminosity gradient at ∼ 2000d, but this leads to an overpre-
diction of the luminosity at ∼ 1000d. Conversely, decay of
radioactive nuclides can provide an excellent fit to the lumi-
nosity at ∼ 1000d and reproduce the later decline rate. This
fact is presented in the difference between the Bayesian ev-
idence (the marginal likelihood; Skilling 2004) of the fits to
the two models, with ∆ lnB = +6.09 that, following the
scale of Jeffreys (1961), constitutes very strong evidence in
favour of radioactive decay being the energy source responsi-
ble. We also note that, for the magnetar models, the implied
initial spin period P = 0.92s is in the extreme tail of the neu-
tron star initial spin period distribution presented by Igoshev
& Popov (2013).
For both the magnetar and radioactive decay scenarios,
we have have to make assumptions about the fraction of en-
ergy that is captured by the ejecta and emitted as light. For
the magnetar model, we have assumed complete “trapping”,
whereas by adopting the Seitenzahl et al. (2014) model for ra-
dioactive decay we have assumed a standard evolution of the
γ-ray opacity, while assuming full lepton trapping. In the lat-
ter case, there is evidence from early-time observations that
this prescription may not be valid, with the light curve decay-
ing faster than expected for 56Ni and 56Co (see Figure 2) as
evidence of the ejecta being optically thin to γ-rays and in-
complete lepton trapping; both Ergon et al. (2015) and Shiv-
vers et al. (2013) suggest increasing opacity and trapping can
explain the light curve later becoming shallower at ∼ 300d.
The light echo model, perhaps, provides the most convinc-
ing case for the origin of the late-time brightness. Unlike the
other energy sources, for which the luminosity rather than the
SED is the key prediction, the light echo model must specif-
ically address all the observables. There are three major sup-
porting cases for this model of the origin of the late-time light
curve evolution of SN 2011dh: 1) a light echo can predict the
overall brightness evolution of the late-time light curve after
1000d (see Fig. 6); 2) this light echo model can also re-
produce the evolution of the wavelength dependence of the
late-time light curve with time, which is primarily dependent
on the early-time colour evolution of the SN at t < 50d (see
Fig. 7); and 3) the model predicts, except partially at the
blue bump at 1675d, a brightness deficit consistent with a
contribution from a constant brightness source (i.e. a binary
companion).
5.2. The importance of radioactive nuclides
The amount of 44Ti inferred from the late-time bolomet-
ric light curve would require SN 2011dh to have produced
a factor of ∼ 48 times more titanium than produced in
SN 1987A and 16 times more than produced in the SN re-
sponsible for the Cas A SN remnant (Grebenev et al. 2012;
Grefenstette et al. 2014; Seitenzahl et al. 2014; Grefenstette
et al. 2017). This amount would make SN 2011dh an ex-
ceptional producer of 44Ti, but it is also difficult to recon-
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Figure 6. Multiwavelength late-time light curves for SN 2011dh. Overlaid are four models for light echoes originating in a disk-like medium
around SN 2011dh, with parameters {n0(H) = 250 cm−3, R1 = 1.8, R2 = 2.6 pc , α = 0, Θd = 17.5◦, cos i = 0.875} (blue; χ2 = 58.1
for 47 d.o.f.), {250, 2.1, 2.7, 0, 17.5, 0.925} (green; χ2 = 42.3 for 47 d.o.f.), {275, 2.1, 2.5, 0, 22.5, 0.975} (orange; χ2 = 59.5 for 47 d.o.f.)
and {275, 2.1, 2.7, 0, 22.5, 0.875} (red; χ2 = 53.2 for 47 d.o.f.) with a constant flux component (black dotted line), corresponding to the
binary companion, added in the F225W and F336W bands.
cile with the amount of 44Ti inferred from late-time spectra
by Jerkstrand et al. (2015, ; 2.6 × 10−5M for the 13M
progenitor model), which is smaller by a factor of ∼ 100.
Conversely, The et al. (2006) note that there is shortage of
Galactic 44Ti γ-ray sources to explain the Galactic abun-
dance of 44Ca and hypothesise that SNe responsible for the
production of significant quantities of 44Ti may be atypical
events (and, by extension, SN 2011dh could be one of these
rare events). It should be noted that, although we are re-
quiring late-time optical light curves to infer the presence
of 44Ti, the presence of this element can be directly ob-
served through X-ray and γ-ray observations, in particular
with the NuSTAR and INTEGRAL observatories. Given the
amount of 44Ti that might be suggested by the late-time op-
tical light curve, following Grebenev et al. (2012) and Lopez
et al. (2015) we estimate the corresponding flux arising from
SN 2011dh in the 67.9keV 44Ti feature at 2300 days (the
end of the optical observations in 2017, as presented here) as
1.6× 10−5 photons cm−2s−1. Despite the distance to M51,
the young age of SN 2011dh and the significant quantity of
44Ti implied would make this feature detectable in modest
NuSTAR observations (Lopez et al. 2015).
5.3. Origin of the light echo scattering medium
Previously, Helou et al. (2013) reported the observation
of a “thermal” echo arising from SN 2011dh, observable as
light from heated grains (from the shock breakout and the
SN itself) emitted at mid-infrared wavelengths up to 625
days post-explosion. This dust extended in distance from
∼ 0.1pc to∼ 0.26pc from the SN. We examined more recent
Spitzer Infrared Array Camera observations of M51, cover-
ing 1029−2630d post-explosion available in the Spitzer Her-
itage Archive7. We followed the photometric procedure of
Helou et al., using zeropoints presented in the Spitzer instru-
ment handbook8 and aperture corrections derived from the
observations themselves. After the period of observations
presented by Helou et al., we do not significantly recover a
single source, at epochs overlapping our HST observations,
at the SN position at either 3.6µm or 4.5µm (see Figure 8)
after the detections reported by Helou et al..
The dust detected, through the thermal echo, at early times
is different in spatial distribution compared to the geometric
distribution required to produce an optical light echo at late-
times (at which time there is no significant signal at mid-
infrared wavelengths in the late-time Spitzer observations).
As Helou et al. notes, the early time thermal echo must arise
from pre-existing dust and the distance scales required of the
late-time echo similarly require pre-existing dust. That the
7 https://sha.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/Spitzer/SHA/
8 https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/irac/iracinstrumenthandbook/home/
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Figure 7. Observed and predicted SEDs for the late-time HST ob-
servations of SN 2011dh. The SEDs are presented in ST magnitudes
(for which, in Equation 1, f0λ = 3.63× 10−9 ergs cm−2 s−1 A˚−1),
which provide a closer representation of the underlying echo spec-
trum. The light echo model SEDs are for the same models as those
presented in Fig. 6. The SED of the binary companion is presented
by the dashed, cyan line.
progenitor of SN 2011dh should be surrounded by significant
quantities of pre-existing dust over a variety of different spa-
tial scales hints at the complex mass loss history experienced
by the star.
Our preferred geometric model for the production of the
late-time brightness of SN 2011dh through a light echo is
for the dust to be arranged in an inclined disk configura-
tion. For a disk with latitudinal opening angle Θd, the
corresponding solid angle subtended by the disk is ∆Ω =
2pi×2×cos (pi/2−Θd). The total hydrogen mass contained
in the disk is, therefore, given by:
Mtot =
∫ R2
R1
4pir′2
[
n0(H)
(
r′
R1
)−α]
dr′.
mH
M
.
∆Ω
4pi
(2)
where mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom.
Given the high-densities (n0(H) ∼ 250 − 275 cm−3) and
the large spatial extent (R1 ∼ 2 pc) we find that the scat-
tering medium would correspond to total hydrogen mass of
MH ∼> 35M (for constant density). Given the initial and
final masses of the progenitor (∼ 13M and 3 − 4M, re-
spectively; Maund et al. 2011; Bersten et al. 2012), if the
scattering medium were composed of material just lost from
the progenitor then the dust-to-gas mass ratio would need to
be larger by a factor of ∼> 4 − 5 times higher than we have
assumed (adopting the ratio of dust-to-gas consistent with
the interstellar average of ∼ 0.01; Draine et al. 2007). This
value is similar to that seen in the winds of red supergiants
(∼ 0.005; Matsuura et al. 2016), which suggests that such
an enhancement of the dust-to-gas mass ratio, required if the
material originated from the progenitor, is unlikely.
The mass, spatial extent and the densities inferred are con-
sistent with examples of wind-blown bubbles (van Marle
et al. 2015). Given a wind velocity of ∼ 20 km s−1 appro-
priate for YSG mass loss and as measured for SN 2011dh
(Maeda et al. 2014), such a structure could have been cre-
ated within ∼ 50 − 100 × 103 yr prior to explosion, which
is consistent with the timescales of the enhanced mass loss
predicted for the primary star in the binary progenitor sys-
tem immediately before the SN (Benvenuto et al. 2013). The
medium around SN 2011dh could be considered to be com-
posed of two phases: i) a nearby, smooth CSM (with density
∝ r−2) (Maeda et al. 2014; de Witt et al. 2016) composed
of freely expanding mass lost from the progenitor prior to
explosion; and ii) and a denser, shocked interface between
wind material and the surrounding interstellar medium at
large radii (Dwarkadas 2005). Such structures, and their in-
teraction with the ejecta, are expected to drive the shapes of
SN remnants as observed 100s of years after explosion (see
e.g. Cygnus Loop; Levenson et al. 1997). Given the current
free expansion of the SN (∼ 19 000 km s−1; measured in the
radio using the Very Large Array by de Witt et al. 2016), the
ejecta may eventually interact with the material responsible
for the light echo within ∼ 100 yr and, as such, the late-time
behaviour of light curve we have observed may serve as a
precursor to the emergence of a SN remnant. If this struc-
ture is a wind-blown bubble, then its non-spherical shape has
important implications for the geometry of mass loss from
the progenitor or the role of magnetic fields in the interstellar
medium into which it is expanding (Mauerhan et al. 2015;
van Marle et al. 2015).
As the preferred models locate the dust almost in the plane
of the sky, and not along the line of sight, the presence of
such dust has no implications for the reddening inferred to-
wards the SN or the progenitor themselves. The existence
of such a localised, dense structure could contribute to the
differential extinction that is often observed for massive star
populations in other galaxies (Maund 2018); even for the
most extreme disk model (n0(H) = 275 cm−3, R2 = 2.7 pc
and Θd = 17.5◦) the additional reddening that would be in-
duced for a background star across the thickest part of the
disk would only be E(B − V ) = 0.3 mag. The edges of
these bubbles, around massive stars, could be important yet
invisible components of the resolved stellar populations ob-
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Figure 8. Spitzer observations of the site of SN 2011dh at early and late-times, in the 3.6µm (Top Row) and 4.5µm (Bottom Row) bands. Each
panel is centred on the position of SN 2011dh, oriented such that North is up and East is left and has dimensions 80× 80′′.
served around the SNe resulting from the explosions of mas-
sive stars.
5.4. Implications for the binary companion
For the calculation of the properties of the binary compan-
ion on the Hertzprung-Russell diagram (see Figure 9), we
considered the photometry of the companion, derived from
the flux difference at UV wavelengths between the late-time
observations and the light echo models, with respect to the
ATLAS9 library of stellar spectra appropriate for supergiant
stars (Castelli & Kurucz 2004). Given the reddening in-
ferred towards SN 2011dh, the flux deficits observed in the
F225W , F336W and F435W filters are consistent with a
blue supergiant star with log(L/L) = 3.94 ± 0.13 and
log(Teff ) = 4.30 ± 0.06 (see Fig. 9), corresponding to a
mass of ∼ 9 − 10M (Eldridge et al. 2017). This is con-
sistent with the prediction of Benvenuto et al. (2013) for a
system in which the companion does not accrete material
from the progenitor. As discussed by Maund et al. (2015),
the interpretation of the 2014 UV observations, in which Fo-
latelli et al. (2014) claim a detection of the companion, need
to be modified to include a non-negligible contribution from
the lightecho. While this star is significantly fainter than
the companion identified for SN 1993J (initially ∼ 14M,
but reaching 22M by the time of explosion; Maund et al.
2004), it is coincidentally almost identical to the companion
inferred for SN 2001ig (Ryder et al. 2018). Unlike the com-
panion of SN 1993J, the companion to SN 2011dh may have
induced additional mass loss from the progenitor but did not
accrete that material itself (see Fig. 9). The identification
of another companion within a restricted temperature range,
appropriate for B-supergiants, could mean that a survey for
B-supergiants in close proximity to nearby resolved SN rem-
nants could potentially reveal companions to SNe whose pro-
genitors evolved in binary systems.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented late-time HST photometry of the Type
IIb SN 2011dh, extending to 2299d post-explosion. After
the initial decline at early times, the light curve exhibited a
plateau and then after t > 1950d exhibited a further decline.
The rate of the decline of the bolometric light curve is much
shallower than would be expected if the SN luminosity was
just powered by the decay of 56Ni and its daughter products.
Narrow-band imaging of the SN at the wavelengths corre-
sponding to [O I]λ6300 and Hα do not show evidence of the
emergence of strong emission lines, implying that interaction
of the ejecta with a dense CSM is unlikely to be the cause of
the late-time luminosity. The flatness of the bolometric light
curve and its subsequent decline are shallower than the pre-
dictions for a magnetar powered light curve. The behaviour
of the light curve can be described by the decay of radioactive
elements, in particular a mixture of 56Co and 44Ti, but not a
significant quantity of 57Ni; however the quantity of titanium
required would necessitate SN 2011dh producing more in the
explosion than any previous Type IIb SN, by at least an order
of magnitude. A late-time light echo, in a disk-like configu-
ration almost in the plane of the sky, can explain the overall
brightness evolution of the light echo, including the initial
plateau (and possible re-brightening), and the later decline,
as well as the evolution of the colour. The dust required to
produce this light echo would have to be located over spatial
scales of order ∼ 1.8 pc to ∼ 2.7 pc, which could corre-
spond to a wind-blown bubble formed around the progenitor
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Figure 9. Hertzprung-Russell diagram showing the locations of
companion stars to the progenitors of the Type IIb SNe 1993J
(Maund et al. 2004), 2001ig ( Ryder et al. 2018) and 2011dh (;
presented here). Over-plotted, in black, are the models of the com-
panion star for different values (β) of the fraction of mass lost from
the progenitor that was accreted onto the companion (Benvenuto
et al. 2013), which for these observations implies β = 0. The
dashed grey lines indicate lines of constant stellar radius in units
of solar radii, as indicated on the figure. The solid grey line indi-
cates the main sequence for single stars (Eldridge et al. 2017) from
which the companions, as B-supergiants, are clearly offset.
prior to explosion. Assuming a light echo as the origin of
the late-time brightness of the SN, we extracted the photo-
metric properties of the companion and constrained it to be a
9− 10M star.
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